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(Studying the case of Wall of Kindness through murals and graffitis)
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Fig. 01 - 5 th. stair Alley, Valiasr St. Tehran - Feb. 2017 - Photo: author
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Untreated walls in big cities in Iran has become the field of expressive action for a society 
that is getting used to express itself indirectly. The walls are the screens of hackings and 
graffitis, they has become the speaking displays for the tendencies less under attention in 
the formal milieu. 

Wall of Kindness (wok) is an urban hacking that came into notice in the winter of 2016 in 
many cities. A simple “urban set” that abruptly replicated through different cities. The act 
was occupied and in certain cases reproduced in an over-acting manner by the munici-
palities and formal institutions and became a symbolic gesture during its spread. The wok 
vanished very fast from the public attention in less than a year.
 
This article studies wok wall hacks through the other examples of expressive action on 
the untreated walls. The spontaneous and popular case of the wall of kindness (wok) be-
sides the formally commissioned urban murals and the underground informal graffitis. 

0. Abstract
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Urban space considering its architectural construct1 frames the common space between 
the citizens. It is the spatial manifestation of the space of co-existence shared by different 
actors in the stage of the city. This space of interaction has been ordered, stratified and 
institutionalized along the decades. Different actors as different parties practicing power 
have been formed. They shape up the construction of the society and regulate the public 
sphere and public space of the city. 

Urban space actors vary and function through different means; from the multitude of the 
individuals to the complex network of institutions, social sects and the state. It is possible 
to single out the influence of each of these actors (the private institutions, the people and 
the state) on the form of the city. Any of these actors are functioning through their specific 
and changing apparatuses. People through the force of the public opinion and the resis-
tance constantly adjust forces inside the power network. The state - within the dynamics 
of the contemporary state - is the governing part which practices a regulatory function 
among the actors.

During centuries, the governing attitudes of the state has gradually altered and with its 
change the urban space (and urban forms) has foundationally changed. The formal con-
struction of the urban space has been changed because of the new social dynamics and 
transformations. New forms of living has redefined the urban space. 

Considering conception of the Greek polis (as one of the primitive ancestors of the con-
temporary occidental city), the common space of the polis had a political faculty based on 
the living and the interaction of the polis habitants. This basis is totally different from the 
economical construction of the city which is at the stake now: an economical co-habita-
tion space. This is only from the Roman period (the Roman city: civitas) that the concept 
of urban space oriented towards a conception based on the material construction of the 
city. The notion of formally co-habiting in a physically defined territory (Aurelli, 2011, p. 6). 
An imaginary portrait of the contemporary metropolitan is demonstrated in the proposal of 
the city of Captive Globe by Koolhaas. In this portraits he considers different blocks of the 
city as observatories of different ideologies as islands sharing a platform (a grid) as the 
space of exchange and mobility (Koolhaas, 1974, p. 294). This platform shapes under the 
economic interests and its fitness factors.

In this milieu, this process of de-politicization of the urban space can be investigated ac-
cording to the changes in the ruling forces of the city. The rise of the power of the capital 
as a vast institutional network with the formation of its political incubator: neo-liberalism. 
A neutralizing process has been happening in the city. Evacuating the urban space from 
the possibility of the political act. In this milieu, urban space has been transformed to be a 
space of economical transaction and social consumption. And therefore, because of the 
necessities of the economical exchange it has advanced towards being a space of expo-

1. Prologue 

1 - To consider city as a cultural production
2 - As Foucault introduces the term; governmentality is organized practice through which subjects are governed
*writer’s contact: mobasher.niqui@mbnqu.com
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sition and selection (Debord, 1981, paragraph 87, p. 44). Under this hypothesis, study-
ing the methods of governmentality can unfold state’s approach to the public realm, the 
urban space and its configuration. 

HUF 
Urban furnitures by necessity are objects in service for the people. They are addressing 
the communal needs. They also could become realms of opportunity. By the foundational 
transformations of the urban space discussed before, the furnishing objects can turn into 
tools and instruments of economical or political interest. They can become the mediums 
of publicity. They can also dictate the social forms of presence and communal act. These 
forms are predefined (and their methods are regulated) by the governing institutions.

Urban furnitures can be re-interpreted in order to change their frozen urban presence. 
This frozen usability intensifies the actual dominant urban discourse. They can go un-
der changes alternative to the conditions defined by the regulatory network. This act of 
change can orient the urban objects towards less hegemonic and abusive forms of us-
ability. The furniture can become the social objects for the people to reflect the essence 
of the public space. 

The hacking urban furniture initiative can be considered as an attempts to alienate these 
objects from their conventional use, to re-interpret and reintroduce them with a less in-
strumental and less exclusively economical or suppressive aspects.

Cultural Context
Tehran as the capital was the first city of Iran that started to absorb the modernism with a 
rapid urbanization process under the ruling of Reza Shah (First Pahlavi, between 1925-
1941). At this time the modern civic spaces of the city came into existence and were intro-
duced in the traditional configuration of the city. Among these new spaces were modern 
streets with urban facades, city parks, terminals, retail stores. At the same period the new 
construction materials started to be used and construction methods shifted towards an 
industrial production of the city.

Reza Shah made several large interventions in major cities to accelerate the industrial-
ization. The first presence of contemporary urban furniture goes back to this time, were 
the modern institutions were injected into the conventional structure of ruling system. 
Municipality officially took the control of the new Tehran without the ancient surrounding 
walls which were demolished in 1930s. (Fig. 02)

New face of Tehran at the time of second Pahlavi (Mohammad Reza Shah, 1941-1979) 
and consequently after 1978 revolution saw new elements of urban furniture under the 
changing methods of ruling. The Furniture which became emblems of a developing city 
came into existence. Some of them were modern objects fulfilling social needs of a grow-
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Fig. 02 -  Bab Homayoon St. one of the first 
modern streets of Tehran, during 1870s. 
Painting: Watercolour, Bab Homayoon St. by 
Mohamood Khan Sharif Malek-osh-shoara

Fig. 03 -  A donation box : “Sandugh Sadaghe”.
The box is used in streets as an urban furniture 
to collect the people’s donation, usually small 
money. Photo: author 
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ing city such as benches, telephone boxes, kiosks and some others were totally new and 
specific because they were introduced for the first time based upon local necessities. Af-
ter Revolution (Feb. 1979), the new state was set up based on religious foundations. The 
new objects and murals entered metropolitan landscape and found urban expression. 
One of the examples is for instance, the donation boxes which is a generic and present 
object almost in every street of the city. This little metal box colored in yellow and blue is 
a box for collecting the money normally given as a donation before doing a trip (Fig. 03). 
This is a practice in Shari’a. And in pre-metropolitan era the money used to be collected 
in the religious spaces such as Mosques, etc.

The formal discourse of governing, the ideals, rituals and the religious themes were 
transferred through urban visuals. One of the most present and vast spaces of the public 
visual expression were the mural paintings.

Murals narrating the religious verses or slogans dispersed through the city. The leftover 
walls as the untreated surfaces of the city became the displays to represent ideals and 
idols. With the passage of the time the ideals and their expression changed according to 
the socio-political situation and due to the generation change. At the time of revolution, 
during the war (Iran-Iraq war between 1980-1988) and in 1990s after 2000s new different 
expressions appeared. The representational theme of the murals in the recent years has 
shifted portraying formal narration of an imaginative city.

I. Murals
The untreated urban walls create a vast space for display and action in the metropolitan 
landscape. They can be occupied or become the setting as the expressive displays for 
the people and also for the regulators of the urban scene. This is much more intensi¬-
fied in Tehran. Because the city has an over numbered multitude of untreated walls that 
should be treated. This comes from the unharmonious logic of building construction and 
the autistic building regulation system which makes the architecture of the city unaware 
of the wholistic image. With the actual construction regime and regulation there are a 
lot gaps and undecided surfaces. The construction of single buildings are not society 
con¬cious. Therefore, the untreated walls have become spaces of expression, formally 
and informally. 

The frontal walls normally situated in face to highways and primary streets and boule-
vards are under tight regulations and supervision of the municipality. Because of their di-
rect presence in the city, the frontal untreated walls are employed by the them to transfer 
images and the formal messages. Sometimes they are portraying an imaginative image 
of a city as mentioned before. An imaginative extension of the actual building or the city 
space (Fig. 4).

2. The Untreated Walls
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Fig. 04 -  a mural, Jalal Al-Ahmad St., Tehran, 2016.  Photo: author
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II. Graffiti
In this metropolitan sight-seeing, those untreated walls which are located at the back 
doors and are hidden from the direct surveillance become the play field of the informal 
cults. They become the screens for the youth and for the informal expression of the con-
tent. The content which is absent from the main discourse. The content could be critical 
or artistic interventions.

Figures 05 to 08 is a documentation of the graffitis in one of the central districts of Tehran, 
Yousef Abad, were taggers and graffiti artists place their content. A rough reading of this 
content demonstrates that the graffitis have more individual and personal expression of 
the artists who normally work under anonymous names. The subjects and thematics stay 
in contrast to the formal municipal wall paintings.

These visual hackings are placed on the back passage walls and those walls which  be-
long to the obsolete buildings, public buildings or the walls even though private but ex-
posed to the pedestrian passages and the urban flow (Fig. 05 - 08). These hackings are 
done under constant decadence, which means a graffiti work sometimes could be rework 
up to many times.
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Fig. 05 & 06 - Yousef Abad district, Graffiti & Detail, Tehran. Feb. 2017  photos: author
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Fig. 07 - Yousef Abad district, Tehran. Feb. 2017  photo: author
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Fig. 08 - Yousef Abad district, Tehran. Feb. 2017  photo: author
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3. The case of the Wall of Kindness (wok) 

I. An Urban Meme
The wall of kindness3 (wok) was a congestive urban meme which emerged in the urban 
spaces of several cities in Iran just before the winter of 2016. The phenomena started 
form a basic intervention of a citizen on a public city wall in the city of Mashhad in eastern 
part of the country. The initiator started to setup a wall for exchanging clothes: 

“The idea seems to have started in the north-eastern city of Mashhad, where 
someone installed a few hooks and hangers on a wall, next to the words: “If you 
don’t need it, leave it. If you need it, take it.” Donations of coats, trousers and other 
warm clothing started to appear. “
        (BBC news 20 Dec. 2015)

The act was reproduced in different cities in a dramatic speed and it faced a very sensa-
tional feedback. Media reportages and publication of the photos in the social networks 
helped the diffusion of the meme and in less than a month other woks emerged in the 
other cities. Because of the fact that the spread was concurrent with the country’s open 
up to the international scene (after Iran nuclear deal became procedural at the end of 
2015) the urban meme attained an international coverage.

Figure 09 demonstrates a documentation of the phenomenon based on Instagram posts 
tagged by #wallofkindness and shared by different users. The sudden social media cov-
erage made the idea to spread very fast. 
3 - wok as the short form for wall of kindness
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Fig. 09 - wok Instagram posts tagged as #wallofkindness 
Images: mobile screenshots, author
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II. Elements and Description
The elements of wok are basic and it is simple to setup, the fact that let it to be installed 
very fast in less than a day. To describe the physical conception and identity of 
the wok, it is composed of three main elements. 1. Hangers row  2. Title of the wall and 3. 
The written text . The later can be taken as the subtitle or in other words the instruction of 
this new urban setting.

The hangers row is aligned to the wall directions and can include around five to a dozen 
of hooks .There can also be multiple rows fixed in different two to three rows. Hanger’s 
row is the central focus of the wall setting, the title of the wall is usually written on top of 
it aligned centrally to the row. The wall is painted with bright and highly saturated colors. 
The graphic layout follows the same principles, however, sometimes the typography 
changes when the setting goes from one region to another region. The attempt to be loyal 
to the first appearing wok of the region is salient and shows the new woks search for a 
visual uniformity attached to the original one. 

The written text which could also be considered as the instruction of the wall has a very 
neutral and passive intonation. “Leave if you don’t need” and “take if you need” .The 
phrase is not addressing or insisting any religious, national or any spiritual ideas or refer-
ences. At the same time it doesn’t have an ordering or desiring tone, it is not also inviting 
and neither generous. Unlike the setting, the text is very achromatic. This verbal phrase is 
one of the non changing elements of the visual identity of the wall. 

In some cases a drawing is also added to the wall. The drawing addresses very general 
and primitive forms and topics such as trees, houses or hands. The wok appears in two 
types, congestive ones and planned ones. The congestive ones are usually installed onto 
the abandoned urban walls out of the caring property of a certain owner. In the other cas-
es the woks are planned and they are fixed onto planned locations in the public facade of 
a private property.
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Fig. 10 - WoK elements



16Fig. 11 - wok in Tehran, Dec. 2016 
photo: author
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III. Emergence, Municipal Occupation and Decadence

According to the reports, first wok appeared in November 2015. It became widespread 
in a very fast pace, in less than one month. Other woks were documented in cities of 
Isfahan, Karaj and Tehran. According to the imagery documents in the social media and 
the reportages, it dispersed in more than 40 cities4 and towns in less than 3 month until 
February of 2016.  

Apart from city and towns in Iran it was also emerged in the cities in the other countries of 
the region including Pakistan5, Aghanistan6, Kuwait7, Taiwan8 and China9. The meme was 
well received by Pakistan cities, such as Lahore, Hayat-abad, Karachi, etc. Ulambator in 
Mongolia was also reported in the posts to experience the phenomena on February 2016. 
The emergence visualized on the basis of Instagram posts in Figure 13. At the time of 
this writing the meme is mostly active in Pakistan and Kuwait.

On 15 January 2016 emergence the head of the office of Beautification4 of the 6th muic-
ipal district of Tehran announced the preparation and painting of nine new WoKs in the 
district and praised the act not only as a way to beautify the urban visage but also a way 
to help the homeless citizens. He stated the work as a work of charity in the cold weather 
and announced to continue preparation of woks for the Nowruz (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 - Municipality officers to setup a planned wok 
Photo: Azad News Agency

4 - Among them according to online resource: Shush, Shiraz, Delfan, Sirjan, Birjand, Karaj, Shahreza, Kermanshah, 
Babol, Takab, Tabriz, Shahin Shahr, Port of Bandar Deylam, Talesh, Bushehr, Arak, Aliabad Katul,  Izeh, Yasuj, Ardabil, 
Dena and other cities. 
5,6,7,8,9 - Online resource and Instagram
10 - It is a branch under the Tehran Beautification organization in municipality of Tehran ( http://www.ana.ir/news/76648)
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Fig. 13 - wok emergence  infography
image: author
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After a few days a similar news was reported that the district two of Tehran municipality 
is envisioning the wok preparation and placement. This occupation continued with the 
municipalities of various small towns and the other different municipalities in different 
districts of the big cities. 

On April 2016 during a congress about nuclear negotiations of the country and the occi-
dental sates in one of the prominent Tehran Universities an installation was made by a 
disciplined group of students to express criticism on the idea of negotiation and its re-
sults. The installation was named “Wall of Kindness”. The installation changed the wok 
composition and ingredients with setting up two temporary walls on the stage of an am-
phitheater, on one of the walls there were the emblems of the nuclear power plant and 
the centrifuges and on the other one were chips. Except the isolated setting all the other 
principal elements of wok were used such as the writings (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 - wok installation at Amir Kabir university 
photo : Nasim News Agency

At the time of this writing current state of wall of kindness in the observed places of Teh-
ran is almost inactive. During the summer 2016 there were reports that the citizens be-
lieve that the wall doesn’t function very good in the warm seasons. And also the reports 
off the disorder and unwilling usage of the goods hanged to the wall by the people. 
A young man who was interviewed working in a restaurant besides which a wok used 
to be installed in the center of Tehran told on September 2016 that the wall was painted 
white after the winter. He stated that it used to be an attraction point for the shops and for 
the people. He mentioned that a number of outstanding people frequented to hang their 
clothes to the wall and demonstrate a charity work. Figure 15 demonstrates one of the 
currently remained woks in a central district in Tehran, Valiasr street. 
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Fig. 15 - Wall of Kindness in Valiasr  St., Tehran - Dec. 2016 - photo: Author
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In the constant representational battle between the formal and the informal discourse in 
the landscape of the city, the case of wall of kindness stays specific as a spontaneous 
usage of untreated walls. It is a phenomenon that resists to be categorized. A happening 
in the middle. It starts spontaneously and becomes very popular. It is also very different 
because it has another approach to the untreated walls of the city. The walls which are 
normally used as representational canvases. It changes the idea of the untreated walls 
to a space of exchange and action. It occupy it with a non-man¬ifestation, with an activity 
which is very simple and very intimate. It stays outside the challenge.

wok is result of a sensational idea that becomes popular. It can even be ad¬dressed as 
kitsch. But, all in all its approach to the intervention stays very agile and active. It dis-
appeared as fast as it emerged into the urban landscape. It started informally, occupied 
by the governing institutes very fast and it was abused for different purposes. It became 
an emblem of the political criticism also. The fast oblivion of the wok demonstrates its 
spontaneity and lack of structure, something that is related to the time, some expression 
that could be read as the seasonal mood of the society. But this is also what makes wok 
different, its title and name has remained in the collective memory. The wall of kindness 
stays apart from the passive underground interventions, while it also doesn’t claim or 
rep¬resent a definitive slogan. It is simple it is a wall of kindness for no reason.

Untreated walls of Tehran become the expressive means for the civilians who are got 
used to speak indirectly. To mention things in the public sphere with a tone of irony. The 
only way to be politically correct in this context. They provide surfaces of opportunity for 
the artists and for the citizens to express. They become the speaking screens that are 
being alienated from their conventional function, in a process of detachment. They are no 
more walls they are means of interaction and conversation. They are means of expres-
sion. And the expressions are diverse in the intonation and also the content: the murals, 
the graffiti and the walls of kindness.

4. Conversation 
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Fig. 16 - Valiasr st. , Tag: Black Hand - Dec. 2016 - Photo: author
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